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How to Supplement Safety Requirements to Prevent Major
Technological Catastrophes?
This paper discusses a new probabilistic characteristic called Buffered Probability
of Exceedance (bPOE) for evaluation of tails of probabilistic distributions. bPOE
equals a tail probability with known mean of the tail (i.e., it is a probability of the
tail such that the mean of the tail equals some specified value). The objective of
the paper is to show how to upgrade with bPOE safety requirements based on
Probability of Exceedance (POE).
Let us explain definition of bPOE with a simple example. For instance, 4% of landfalling hurricanes in US have cumulative damage exceeding $50 billion (i.e., POE
= 0.04 for threshold=$50 billion). It is estimated, that the average damage from
the worst 10% of hurricanes is $50 billion. In terms of bPOE, we say bPOE=0.1 for
the threshold=$50 billion. bPOE shows that the largest damages having magnitude
around $50 billion have frequency 10%. bPOE can be considered as an important
supplement to POE.
The paper considers two application areas: 1) Materials strength regulations
(A-basis, B-basis); 2) Ratings of Financial Companies (such as AAA, AA, …). We
demonstrate that these safety requirements can be efficiently managed/optimized
with convex and linear programming algorithms. In particular, we discuss how to
formulate and solve a Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) structuring problem.
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